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Alayna Parsons-Valles
Campus Co-Edtior
Hope College’s Philadelphia 
Center representative, Celina 
Madden, shared opportunities 
available to the students through 
the domestic study program 
in an information session and 
presentation. The program is a 
semester-long, internship-based 
program. The Philadelphia 
Center was established in 1967 
by the Great Lakes Colleges 
Association.
The semester is an off- 
campus urban experimental 
program that places students 
into job - creating situations 
that incorporates the Philly 
spirit. Students who enroll at 
The Philadelphia Center have 
the option of two programs, a 
16-week fall or spring semester 
program or an 8-week summer 
learning/work program.
Each program combines 
multidisciplinary seminars, an 
internship experience, city living 
and comprehensive advising. 
A typical student’s schedule 
includes an internship four days
TPC
PURSUE THE PHILADELPHIA EXPERIENCE -  As a long time partner of the the Great 
Lakes Colleges Association, The Philadelphia Center provides premier study-away experiences 
to students nationwide.
a week, attendance of a city 
seminar course one day a week 
and an elective seminar one 
evening a week.
Overall, the Philadelphia 
semester has built relationships 
with more than 900 companies.
Hope sought to increase 
enrollment within the program, 
seeking to provide students 
with an independent living 
and learning experience while 
still earning college credit. The 
Philadelphia Center went under
a retouch as the institution 
pursued website redesign 
and changes to the marketing 
techniques to bring attention 
to the program. Hope began 
the rebranding in small waves, 
starting with the website, which
was a collaborative effort of 
student work. The website 
portrayed a more modern and 
fresh feel. Now, The Philadelphia 
Center is being taken under new 
management as Albion College 
is the official administrator of 
the new program.
“This exciting partnership 
is an important development 
for Albion College,” said Mauri 
Ditzler, president of the college 
on the college’s website. “For 
many of our students who 
completed a semester through 
The Philadelphia Center, it 
remains a highlight of their 
Albion experience as alumni. 
Our deeper association with 
the Center— and our new, direct 
connection to Philadelphia 
and the Northeast Corridor—  
will result in more people in 
more places learning about and 
becoming familiar with Albion 
College.”
Though Albion is heading 
management of the center, Hope 
still encourages students to be a 
part of the Philadelphia semester 
and to broaden their practical 
and professional experiences.
W h e r e  is the motivation to attend college?
Alayna Parsons-Valles
Campus Co-Edtior
Hope College’s Dr. Temple 
Smith explores college-aged 
populations and the impact of 
childhood poverty on aspira­
tions. Dr. Smith is dedicated to 
mentoring undergraduate stu­
dents and addressing systemic 
educational inequities among 
college populations.
Smith is an assistant profes­
sor of sociology and social work. 
She attended Michigan State 
University, where she received 
her B.A. and PhD in sociology. 
She examined college student 
financial strain, depression and 
academic performance and was 
funded by the National Institute 
of Mental Health.
Her research connects em­
pirical findings to influence col­
legiate culture and practices. 
Smith’s most recent publications 
appear in the “Journal of Ethnic­
ity and Inequalities in Health 
and Social Care.” Her current 
research focuses on the issues 
of childhood poverty along with 
opportunity construction and 
academic performance.
Smith explored these topics
Hope College
DR. TEMPLE SMITH CONFRONTS FAULTS IN EDUCATION POSSIBILITIES -  The
financial burden of higher education leaves students and administrators wondering If college 
Isn’t for everyone - but should be.
of impact in her presentation, 
“Higher Learning: Poverty, Ac­
cess and Education.” Smith con­
fronts the weight of heightening 
prices of college tuition, inade­
quate secondary school prepara­
tion and overwhelming student 
loan debt as factors that de­
crease motivation to attend col­
lege. Fellow administrators and
scholars have similar findings 
to Smith, as college is becoming 
optional to some and students 
lose educational aspirations in 
the midst of the taxing system.
Her lecture is part of the Con­
tinuum Scholars Faculty Devel­
opment Program. The program 
is devised of pre-tenured faculty 
taking approaches on theologi­
cal perspectives in a wide range 
of education related areas. The 
goal of the program is to create 
dialogue among the faculty and 
community on topics of faith, 
vocation and research.
Smith confronted the alarm­
ing issues because one the few 
options for affected youths to 
escape cyclic poverty is through 
higher education.
Smith discussed the threat­
ening social factors of decreas­
ing motivations for college and 
taking steps to reshape educa­
tional possibilities. She shared 
her personal story and Christian 
faith. Smith’s motivation for her 
research comes from her experi­
ences with poverty and under­
standing some of her students’ 
experiences.
Smith desires to create new 
pathways in the educational sys­
tem for students. She approach­
es changes to the educational 
system to create a more friendly 
and possible leeway to college.
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This W eek at H ope
Today
Internship Fair 
From 1 2  to 6 p.m. in M a a s  Audito­
rium, the internship fair is open to 
all students. This fair is intended to 
provide a w ay  to explore internship 
opportunities with a variety of orga­
nizations across multiple disciplines. 
Students are encouraged to review 
the list of registered employers 
(check Handshake) before attend­
ing, bring copies of their r es um e  and 
dress professionally.
Thursday 
S A C  Coffeehouse 
Weekly Coffeehouse performance, 
sponsored by the Student Activities 
Committee, at 8  p.m. in the Jim and 
Martie Bultman Student Center.
Friday
Winter Fantasia
The m e m b e r s  of the Multicultural 
S A C  put on H o p e ’s annual student 
winter dance at 7  p.m. at the A m w a y  
Grand in Grand Rapids. Dress in your 
best and c o m e  ready to dance and 
snack on food and drink.
Saturday
Hop e  vs. Calvin Rivalry Parties
C o m e  and cheer on the Flying Dutch­
m e n  at a nearby H o p e  vs. Calvin 
Rivalry Party starting at 3  p.m. The 
m e n ’s Calvin vs. H o p e  series n o w  
spans 9 7  years and 1 9 6  games.
H op e  leads the series 101-95. O n  the 
w o m e n ’s side, Calvin leads the series 
71-47. Find the Rivalry party nearest 
you! G o  Hope! Visit hopecalvin.com 
for a  full list of parties.
In Brief
VISITING WRITERS SERIES
Writers Randall Horton and 
Lauren Haldeman visit Hope for 
a student led Q & A  at 3:30 p.m. in 
the Fried-Hemenway Auditorium 
and will read from their most 
recent works at 7 p.m. in the Jack 
H. Miller Center for Musical Arts 
on Thursday.
Randall Horton is the 
recipient of the Gwendolyn 
Brooks Poetry Award, the Bea 
Gonzalez Poetry Award and a 
National Endowment of the Arts 
Fellowship in Literature. His 
previous work includes the poetry 
collection “Pitch Dark Anarchy.”
Lauren Haldeman is the author 
of “Instead of Dying Calenday” 
and the artist book “The 
Eccentricity is Zero.” Her work 
has appeared or is forthcoming 
in Tin House, The Colorado 
Review, Fence, The Iowa Review 
and The Rumpus. A  comic book 
artist and poet, she has taught in 
the U.S. as well as internationally, 
including a reading and lecture 
tour of South Africa sponsored by 
the U.S. Department of State. She 
has been a recipient of the 2015 
Sustainable Arts Foundation 
Award and fellowships from the 
Iowa Writers’ Workshop. You 
can find her online at http:// 
laurenhaldeman.com. Come ask 
questions from published authors 
and take in their popular works.
Dr. Talal K h a n  on the opiate crisis
Sault O nline
RETHINKING THE ADDICT —  Dr. Talal Khan challenges 
Hope College students to rethink addiction and to recognize 
the humanity of those who are suffering.
Annie Lohrstorfer
Campus Co-Editor
On Thursday, students and 
faculty filled Winants hall to 
hear Dr. Talal Khan’s lecture: 
“Addiction, the Addict, and the 
Opioid Epidemic." Dr. Khan 
graduated in 2000 from Dow 
Medical College in Karachi, 
Pakistan. He now works as a 
psychiatrist in Grand Rapids 
at Pine Rest Christian Mental 
Health Services and teaches 
at MSU's medical school. 
He focuses on addiction and 
neurology. His lecture worked 
to challenge some of the 
preconceived notions that many 
hold about addiction and drug 
abuse.
Substance abuse has become 
so prevalent in the lives of 
Americans that when asked 
how many have been affected 
by it either directly or indirectly, 
practically every hand in the 
audience went up. Dr. Khan 
asked for another show of 
hands: Who believes addiction 
to be a disease? Who believes it 
to be a choice? All hands rose to 
indicate addiction is a disease. 
Dr. Khan then challenged 
the crowd. With one person 
dying from an overdose every 
19 minutes, why are we not 
working to eradicate addictions 
as we would any other chronic 
disease?
Unfortunately, the addict is 
still marginalized. In society, 
they are viewed as “dirty” or 
“unsafe.” In the halls of hospitals, 
they are seen as manipulative
and medication-seeking. The 
conundrum is that addiction 
typically begins within the 
doctor's office. So how did 
this happen? How is it that the 
United States houses 80 percent 
of the world’s opioids? Dr. Khan 
offered two contributing factors. 
Americans as a whole have 
worked to alleviate discomfort 
and pain to the point that any 
suffering, physical or emotional, 
is unbearable. With the numbing
effects of a substance, the addict 
quickly finds him or herself with a 
new normal that is euphoric. No 
longer does the natural baseline 
affect a neutral state. In addition, 
over prescription of opiates has 
driven many from clinics to the 
streets. This occurred in part 
because doctors’ ratings used to 
be evaluated based on a client's 
self-reported level of pain post­
appointment. Luckily, changes 
have been made to ensure that
over-prescription becomes a 
thing of the past.
Dr. Khan emphasized that 
not every person who tries a 
drug will become an addict. A 
person’s physiology interacts 
with a substance in a way that 
is unique to them. Dr. Khan 
advised that if a history of abuse 
or dependency runs in your 
family, it is especially important 
to stay away from substances. Of 
course, dependency on a drug 
can only occur if the reward 
pathway is stimulated. In short, 
you have the choice of whether 
or not you try a substance, but it 
is out of your control as to when 
or if you become addicted.
On Thursday, Dr. Khan 
pushed the Hope community 
to re-think the way we 
view an individual with 
addiction. Addiction is not 
the accumulation of a person’s 
wrongdoings, but instead a 
disease that reels a person in 
systematically, slowly eroding 
at one’s judgement and control 
centers.
One of the more poignant 
points within his talk was his 
emphasis on the reality that 
every encounter with a person 
suffering from opiate addiction 
may be your last interaction with 
the individual. Every addict has 
a story to tell and it is important 
to turn towards these people 
and listen, rather than turn away. 
Finding empathy, exercising 
compassion and embracing the 
person who is struggling to find 
joy, love and acceptance is your 
role in this epidemic.Nobel prize winner visits c a m p u s.  rAlayna Parsons-VallesC ampus C o-EditorOn Thursday and Friday, 
Hope College's Natural and 
Applied Sciences Division will 
welcome Dr. Peter Agre, as he 
headlines the annual Gentile 
Interdisciplinary Lectureship. 
Agre studied chemistry at 
Augsburg College and medicine 
at John Hopkins. Agre went on 
to join John Hopkins School 
of Medicine faculty in 1984 
and eventually went on to 
become Professor of Biological 
Chemistry and Professor of 
Medicine.
Agre shared the Nobel Prize 
in chemistry for discovering 
aquaporins, a family of water 
channel proteins found 
throughout nature. They are 
responsible for numerous 
psychological processes in 
humans and are implicated in 
multiple clinical disorders.
Agre will be sharing his 
knowledge and experiences in 
two sessions during his visit 
to the Hope community. Both 
presentations will take place in 
Winants Auditorium. The first 
lecture will take place Friday 
at 7:30 p.m, entitled “Opening 
Doors Worldwide through 
Medical Science.”
O n Cuba
CREDITED DR. PETER AGRE TALKS ON LEADERSHIP —  Agre visits campus to share 
his experience and years of knowledge In an effort to guide students Into careers of science 
and opportunities for leadership.
The Hope website states 
Agre’s passion for the topic 
of leadership in science. Agre 
shared: “The major lesson I 
learned from a four-decade 
career in medical science is that 
we have a unique opportunity 
to make the world a better 
place. The potential of medical 
science should continue to 
be explored and is a source of 
great optimism for an otherwise 
troubled planet."
Agre originally began his
research career as a medical 
student interested in global 
health. Agre was a student at 
John Hopkins in the 1970s, 
working in an international 
laboratory on the problem 
of infectious diarrhea. Agre 
shared: “This work brought 
me in contact with a group 
of fascinating and colorful 
researchers from around the 
world, and it certainly changed 
my life."
The second session will
include Agre's Nobel Prize 
work with aquaporins, entitled 
“Aquaporin Water Channels: 
From Atomic Structure to 
Malaria.” This lecture will start 
on Friday at 3 p.m.
The second sessions dive 
deeper into the research behind 
Agre’s findings and what the next 
step will be. Hope encourages 
students to come and learn from 
an experienced researcher in the 
ways of leadership and scientific 
discovery.
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Opioid epidemic shatters drug stereotypes
Sophia Vander Kooy
N ation/ W orld Editor
The amount of Americans 
that have to google the word 
“opioid” to find out what ex- 
acdy this class of drugs includes 
is decreasing as the addiction 
epidemic across the U.S. rapidly 
filters into more neighborhoods, 
schools and towns. As reported 
by The Center for Disease Con­
trol and Prevention (CDC), the 
number of opioid-related over­
doses in 2016 was 5 times higher 
than in 1999. As this number 
continues to grow, the CDC esti­
mates that about 115 Americans 
die of an opioid overdose every 
single day. The National Insti­
tute on Drug Abuse estimates 
that between 24.6 million and 
36 million people worldwide are 
opioid users. As the numbers 
continue to morph into personal 
stories of neighbors, classmates, 
friends and family who have 
fallen into opioid usage, NGOs 
and government officials alike 
are panicking to find any stable 
solution.
To best understand the crisis, 
there must first be an establish­
ment of what an opioid is and 
how it is used. An opioid is clas­
sified as a substance that acts on 
the nervous system to produce 
feelings of euphoria and reduce 
pain. According to the National 
Institute on Drug Abuse, opioids 
include the illegal drug heroin, 
synthetic drugs such as Fentan- 
yl, and pain relievers available by 
prescription, such as oxycodone 
(OxyContin), hydrocodone (Vi- 
codin*), codeine and morphine.
Many of these drugs are given 
out in hefty supply following mi­
nor surgeries, such as wisdom 
teeth removal.
The epidemic has stopped at 
no demographic as it continues 
to find its way into the lives of 
all Americans. In order to seek 
preventative measures, many 
groups, such as the American 
Addiction Center, are publish­
ing information to help identify 
the signs and symptoms of opi­
oid usage. People can consume 
opioids by either pill consump­
tion, injection, smoking, or 
snorting and therefore often use 
basic kitchen materials to aid in 
the process. Paraphernalia as­
sociated with usage can often 
be spoons, cotton balls, tie-offs, 
lighters, candles, aluminum foil 
and straws. If an excess of any of 
these supplies goes missing, it is 
vital to question those around to 
ensure the kitchen items are not 
contributing to one of the dead­
liest drug crises in American 
history.
Many news groups includ­
ing National Public Radio, 60 
Minutes, The Washington Post 
and The New York Times, have 
linked the nationwide epidemic 
to manipulation and corrup­
tion of “Big Pharma.” They argue 
that pharmaceutical companies 
that distribute opioids such as 
Purdue Pharma, Endo Health 
Solutions, Teva Pharmaceutical 
Industries and subsidiary Ceph- 
alon, Johnson Sc Johnson and 
Janssen Pharmaceuticals and Al­
lergen, oversell and underprice 
medication and encourage the
epidemic to further.
In May, the state of Ohio sued 
the five previously mentioned 
companies for “fueling the opi­
oid epidemic,” an action that has 
since resulted in the attorney 
generals of 41 U.S. states launch­
ing a full-fledged investigation 
that will demand information 
and documents from the manu­
facture’s and distributors of pre­
scription opioid drugs. Attorney 
General Eric T. Schneiderman 
of New York opened the inves­
tigation in September when 
he released a statement saying: 
“We’re committed to getting to 
the bottom of a broken system 
that has fueled the epidemic and 
taken far too many lives.”
Although this coalition will 
hopefully lead to progress with­
in the distribution of opioids, it 
does little to aid the increasing 
number of Americans already 
addicted. For many, the pain of 
withdrawal keeps them on the 
drugs.
According to American Ad­
diction Center, withdrawal is a 
very subjective response, and 
symptoms often begin immedi­
ately after drug use has stopped, 
continuing with another round 
of symptoms that occur around 
72 hours after drug use has 
stopped, known as the “late 
withdrawal symptoms.” Many 
people recovering from opioid 
addiction experience agitation, 
anxiety, hypertension, excessive 
sweating and yawning, nausea 
and vomiting, diarrhea, goose- 
bumps, stomach cramps arid de­
pression.
Johnna K elly
PUBLIC HEALTH EMERGENCY —  In October, President 
Trump declared the opioid epidemic a national emergency 
saying that: “No part of our society — not young or old, rich or 
poor, urban or rural —  has been spared this plague of drug ad­
diction and this horrible, horrible situation that’s taken place 
with opioids.”
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BIG PHARMA ATTACKS —  The war on Big Pharma con­
tinues to be fought as citizens pay the price for oversold and 
addictive drugs.
Powerful testimonies lead to Nassar’s 175 year sentence
Ridge Mannlkko
Nation/ W orld Intern
Michigan courtrooms heard 
the testimonies of 160 women in 
the week leading up to Jan. 24th, 
all in connection to a single trial: 
the conviction of Dr. Larry Nas- 
sar. His career began in 1978 
when he worked as a student 
athletic trainer receiving a var­
sity letter in women's artistic 
gymnastics at North Farming- 
ton High School in Detroit.
Nassar spent his entire ca­
reer in Michigan, receiving an 
undergraduate degree in kinesi­
ology and an osteopathic medi­
cal degree from Michigan State 
University (MSU), completing 
his residency at St. Lawrence 
Hospital in Lansing and finally 
a primary care sports medicine 
fellowship. He worked for 
M S U  and USA Gymnastics. On 
July 11, 2017, Nassar pleaded 
guilty to three child pornogra­
phy charges.
Jan. 24, 2018, Judge Rosema­
rie Aquilina, after hearing the 
words of the many victims, sen­
tenced Larry Nassar to 175 years 
in prison.
The testimonies pierced 
the ears of every viewer as 156 
young women shared their ac­
counts of Nassar's assault. Twp
olympians, Jamie Dantzscher 
and Aly Raisman, came forward 
showing that Nassar’s scope of 
victims was deeply intertwined 
with U.S. gymnastics.
At the hearings, Dantzcher 
looked Nassar in the eyes as she 
said, “Your days of manipulation 
are over.”
Raisman followed by saying, 
“You have not taken gymnastics 
away from me. I love this sport, 
and that love is stronger than the 
evil that resides in you.”
The only non-medical testi­
mony came from Kyle Stephens, 
former Nassar family friend, 
who was assaulted from ages six 
to 12 by Nassar. She was the first 
victim to testify. Stephens deliv­
ered her powerful accounts of 
Nassar’s assault and went over 
the repeated and horrendous 
sexual assaults she has survived.
When she was 12, Stephens 
told her parents about the acts 
,and they confronted Nassar. 
However, he, as a trusted adult 
family friend, convinced them 
that they were false allegations. 
He proceeded to enter into her 
home and tell her that if anyone 
had done that to her, she should 
tell someone.
The pain led to years of anxi­
ety, depression, eating disorders
and family distress for Stephens. 
In 2016, her father committed 
suicide after finding his daugh­
ter’s stories to be true.
As she continues to mend 
her years of trauma and her 
fractured relationship with her 
mother, Stephens is relieved to 
see her perpetrator get what 
he deserves. In her testimony, 
she shook the walls of the court 
room by directly addressing 
Nassar and saying, “Perhaps you 
have figured it out by now, but 
little girls don’t stay little forever. 
They grow into strong wom­
en that return to destroy your 
world."
As the public begins to settle 
with the painful voices of these 
women, many news media com­
panies are seeking to further the 
stories and encourage other vic­
tims of sexual assault to reach 
out. Raisman has become a fo­
cal point of the campaign for her 
leadership on the national stage 
and in the sport of gymnastics.
In a recent interview with US 
Magazine, Raisman said, “You 
know what, someone brought 
this up the other day and they 
said he’s going to jail for almost 
like a year for each survivor, so 
when you put it in that perspec­
tive, it’s really not enough." She
went on to say: “It would be like 
for the abuse he did there’s been 
so many girls that have come 
forward. It’s like he got one 
year for each person, like that’s 
not enough, you know what I 
mean?”
This sentencing came a week 
after the anniversary of the 
Women’s March, the largest 
single day protest in U.S. history. 
The emotions communicated
in the testimonies of the many 
victims brought the weight of 
agony and frustration, hate and 
condemnation down upon the 
head of Nassar.
These testimonies were all 
heard, considered and brought 
to justice when Judge Aquilina 
powerfully delivered her verdict: 
“I’ve just signed your death war­
rant,” sentencing Nassar to 40- 
157 years in prison.
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Politics: W h y  they are so very important
Smithsonian Mag
TWO “OPPOSING” VIEWS —  The traditional parties of the United States both want what 
is best for the country, but go about it in different ways.
Jack Wolff
Voices editor
It’s important to stay 
abreast with politics and 
news, and so many people 
would agree. So why do so 
many of us seem so ignorant 
of what is going on in this 
country? It is one thing to 
have a personal philosophy 
from which you intention­
ally preclude yourself from 
politics and keeping up with 
them. Yet there are few people 
who actually turn away from 
politics on purpose and more 
who are ignorant of them for 
its own sake. I would like to 
put forth that unless you are 
actively choosing to not par­
ticipate, you should dig deep 
into what is going on politi­
cally in your country, conti­
nent and world.
Firstly, oftentimes politics 
is history happening. I could 
write multiple articles about 
how important history is and 
how much it should inform 
our world view. It is nearly 
impossible to make an in­
formed choice about the fu­
ture without considering the 
past. Say someone your exact 
size starts a fight with you. It 
then turns out that this per­
son is a Kung Fu master and 
handily kicks your butt. Be­
sides being surprisingly cool, 
it would also be a painful les­
son. If that same person were 
to pick a fight with you a year 
later, it is much more likely, 
and much smarter, to walk 
away this time. If you had 
only considered the present
without looking at your his­
tory, you would have gotten 
your butt kicked again. This 
is a trite example, but the 
point should be clear enough: 
In order to build a better fu­
ture, you must understand 
the past. Which brings me to 
my main point: Politics is his­
tory happening. What hap­
pens in our country and the 
world right now is what we 
will be reading about in his­
tory books to come. Thus, it 
is important to be present in 
understanding what people 
believe, how they believe it 
and how they act on those be­
liefs. If politics can be under­
stood, then so too can their 
outcomes.
Secondly, understanding 
politics can help you under­
stand your place in them. 
This is important for many 
reasons. First, it helps inform 
you both on the things youd 
like to make a difference in 
and what things you can 
make a difference on. Take, 
for example, a man who, in 
his personal life, has begun to 
actively dislike the amount of 
taxes he pays and the amount 
of taxes he will pay in the fu­
ture. If he is passionate about 
it, and is aware of the politics 
in his state, perhaps he may
enter local government in 
an attempt to make a differ­
ence in taxes for his city. He 
begins to further understand 
the legislature and moves to 
state government, eventu­
ally making a difference in 
his state legislature. Perhaps, 
instead of going that far, he 
knows his local politician's 
views and approaches him 
with his own to add impetus 
for tax reform. Either is more 
admirable than complaining 
or turning to social media, 
but both rely on knowledge 
of politics and politicians. 
Someone entirely ignorant of 
the system has naught to do
but mope and/or regurgitate 
their troubles to others.
Which brings me to my 
final point: Know why you 
believe what you do. As 
Americas party lines begin 
to look more like canyons, I 
see more and more men and 
women choosing a side sim­
ply for the sake of choosing 
a side. I would assert that is 
a more sinister kind of igno­
rance that accepts the only 
input as wholly true. What I 
mean is this: Know why you 
are what you are politically. I 
have a friend that I not only 
disagree with on matters of 
politics but also deeply re­
spect. I respect him because 
he has done his due diligence 
in researching both sides 
of the coin, understanding 
what each was proposing and 
why, understanding the his­
tory, and then, and only then, 
taking his own stance. I as­
sert that no matter what the 
opinion, you should know 
why you hold it. It is far too 
easy to simply be told some­
thing and accept that as fact, 
but it is far better to come to 
your own opinions through 
research, even if they remain 
the same. Staying up to date 
with politics is more than just 
knowing who is in office; it is 
understanding who is in of­
fice, why, what they believe 
and how you fit into that pic­
ture. I believe that if we all 
know more about what we 
believe and why, we can be 
better individually and col­
lectively.
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Can you get work done in a coffee shop?
Students’ opinions on studying in public spacesCecilia O'BrienFeatures Editor
Y E S“I practically live at U ’s.”
Emma Oonk *21
D o  you like to study with other people or by 
yourself?
“I like being by myself at first but sometimes friends meet me 
later”
H o w  long do you study for?
“Four hours, depending on how much homework and how 
productive. I know that sounds long, but since I go at 7 or 8, it 
is the perfect way to spend my morning.”
W h y  is LJ’s better than the other coffee shops?
“Each coffee shop has its own vibe. I feel comfortable and used 
to Lemonjellos. Other people might like the sophistication of 
the 205 or the size of JPs. Each have their ‘pull-factor.”'
W h e r e  do you like to sit w h e n  you’re trying to 
concentrate?
“I like to sit at my own table so I can spread out. Not the shared 
tables and not the bar. I always feel really squished when I sit 
there.”
Favorite time of day to study?
“The morning. Preferably by 8:00 because its quiet and there 
are not as many people up. It's relaxing and peaceful.”
W h a t ’s your order?
“If I have a free drink from my rewards points, I get a latte, but 
otherwise I get regular coffee because it's cheapest.”
D o  you k n o w  any of the baristas?
“Yeah, I know all of them and they always say ‘Hey Emma!' 
when I come in because they recognize me.”
Y O“It’s just too loud.”
Kali Meek‘21
D o  you like to study with other people or by 
yourself?
I am totally a people person! That being said, I like to keep 
my socializing and studying seperate.”
H o w  long do you study for?
“One to two hours. I'm more of a plow-through-and-get-it- 
done kind of person.”
W h a t  do you dislike about the coffee shop en­
vironment?
“The bottom line is I cannot focus as much. People are loud. 
I get distracted by conversations because everyone is so 
close together. I sometimes find myself listening in. Even if I 
bring music, I am somehow distracted by people-watching.”
Does the noise bother you?
“Yes! I mean I can't be mad about it, a lot of people go there 
to meet up with friends, but it is not my ideal place to be 
productive.”
D o  you like coffee?
“I love coffee! But when I study in a coffee shop I always feel 
like I need to buy something. No college student can afford 
an LJ's latte every time they go in there. Those things are 
pricey. Plus I have a Keurig in my dorm!”
Wh e r e  D O  you like to study?
“Study rooms in my dorm, my room or places with less peo­
ple. Any closed room works for me.”
Lemonjello’s Coffee
SOME STUDY BEST HERE —  Lemonjello’s is always packed 
with students studying, people meeting, and friends catching 
up.
S ears
AND OTHERS STUDY BETTER HERE -  Some people 
can’t handle all the distractions present in public places, so 
their desk at home can be the best place for them.
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Vanderprov hosts first show of the semester
Sarah S i m m o n s
A rts Editor
Vanderprov, Hope College’s 
improvisational comedy club, 
took to the stage in Dewitt The­
ater for the first show of the se­
mester this past Saturday.
As always, it was a lightheart­
ed evening sprinkled with audi­
ence participation. The group’s 
returning members also added a 
new dynamic to the show.
“We’ve all missed them a lot 
because we really gelled with 
them last year, at least the people 
who were on the team last year,” 
said Ben Douma (‘20), the team’s 
public relations manager.
Shannon Rogers (‘18) and 
Anna Jones (‘20) both returned 
from semesters abroad, and 
were as confident and creative 
on stage as ever. They have had 
limited time to practice impro­
vising with the new team mem­
bers from last semester, but their 
strengths still added to the show.
\—  “Anna— makes -a- lot of fun 
Wacky character choices and 
Shannon brings a lot of energy 
but also some focus,” Douma 
said.
As a whole, Vanderprov per- 
•forriie^  many scenes full of snap­
py, imaginative responses within 
the improvisation games they 
played.
One of the highlights of a 
Vanderprov show is the way the 
audience is able to interact with 
the improv actors on the stage. 
They take audience suggestions 
at the door as well as ask the au­
dience for prompts prior to vari­
ous games.
Oftentimes audience mem­
bers will shout out suggestions 
that are just as comical as the 
scenes that follow. During this 
show in particular, it led to mak­
ing a pop culture reference about 
Tide Pods and involving the 
Bultman Student Center in one 
of the games.
Each show is different and 
exciting because of this and the 
audience feels really involved in 
every show.
The audience plays a big role 
in the show, but the team has to 
work together in order for the 
show to be truly successful.
The team played a game 
called “The Dating Game," in 
which one member had to guess 
the identity or defining charac­
teristic of their three potential 
“dates.” Griffin Baer (18), who 
was in the hot seat, struggled to 
figure out that Anna Jones had 
bananas for ears as her defining 
characteristic.
To resolve the issue. Matt 
Schuiling (19) came up with a 
creative solution: to give Baer a
hint by calling him on his banana 
phone.
While each person on the 
team has certain areas that they
i j f l
are best in when it comes to co­
medic improvisation, working 
together made the team even
p i P I K. ' •a
stronger. Si; I B r
The team hopes to improve 
on their group dynamics, pac­
ing and long-form improvisation 
throughout the semester as well.
They look forward to being 
more creative with their comedy, 
especially through the flexibility 
that long-form improv has com­
pared to short games. According 
to Douma, the long-form com­
edy they did at the show went 
very well and the team hopes to 
continue improving in it.
Vanderprov has started off 
this semester with an impressive 
show and is sure to have even 
better shows throughout the se­
mester. Keep an eye out for fu­
ture shows and advertisements 
for improv workshops hosted by 
Vanderprov around campus.
SERVING UP LAUGHS -
Hope College’s improv ,gi;oup 
played a game of “Waiter,” 
where members devise hilari­
ous puns (above) to reply to 
one member’s complaints of 
something odd in their soup 
(below).
\ .i „
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H ope College
Paris memorial for terrorist victims seen as self promotion
H. Tegan Heuslnkveld
A rts and Features Intern
Moments in history thought 
of as the darkest of times can 
alter the history of a nation or 
even the whole world forever, 
making them both incredibly 
important and memorable.
Sometimes, nations who rec­
ognize the hardships that a fel­
low nation is going through af­
ter a tragic event will show acts 
of compassion, showing that 
they’re not alone.
One act is the memorial gift, 
some of which are made by a 
victim of the country itself, but 
many of which are made by al­
lied countries.
Dark moments in recent his­
tory have included the various 
terrorist attacks in France. In 
the 2015 Paris Attacks, accord­
ing to an article by the BBC, 130 
people were killed and hundreds 
more injured from coordinated 
gun and bomb attacks.
While these defining mo­
ments brought anguish and 
heartbreak to many, they have 
shaped France as it continues 
to recover from these events as 
well as its relationship with alli­
ances. One such long alliance is 
the relationship between France 
and America.
Jeff Koons, an American con­
temporary artist, is showing his 
support to France through a 
memorial gift: his piece entitled 
“Bouquet of Tulips.”
Koons is famous for his se­
ries of enlarged, metallic balloon 
animals, one of which broke the 
record for most expensive auc­
tioned item sold by a living artist 
with a final bid of $58.4 million.
His statue, planned to be 
placed in front of the City of 
Paris Museum of Modern Art 
and the Palais de Tokyo, shows a 
hand holding a bouquet of mul­
ticolored balloons shaped like 
tulips.
According to Sarah Cascone 
from Artnet News, the statue is 
supposed to be reminiscent of 
the Statue of Liberty, one of the 
most famous gifts from France 
commemorating the United 
States’ independence. At 40 feet
tall and 26 feet wide, it took 4.3 
million dollars to fund his piece 
which has been under construc­
tion in Germany for over a year.
Many Parisians, from both 
the general public and higher 
cultural positions, are calling for 
the plans of installing the piece 
to be trashed. In truth, many Pa­
risians feel that his piece is void 
of any genuine sentiment and is 
entirely self-serving.
According to articles by The 
New York Times and Artnet 
News, the first of many issues is 
that Koons had not directly of­
fered the piece itself but rather 
the idea for it. Thus, all the fund­
ing for its construction was ac­
cumulated separately on french
cumulated through French tax­
payer income, without utilizing 
any of his own donations.
The second issue is that the 
general public opinion of the 
piece is that it is offensively 
childish in aesthetic for what is 
supposed to memorialize: a very 
somber event in French history.
The third and most notable 
issue is the placement and in­
tent behind it. Multiple articles 
explain that the location for the 
piece experiences a high amount 
of foot traffic on a daily basis, 
being in front of two popular 
sites and just across the river 
from the Eiffel Tower.
Because of this placement, 
many French citizens argue that
the piece is just a way of adver­
tising Koons to as many people 
as will see it. However, as men­
tioned in The New York Times, 
this is not the first time Koons’ 
artwork has raised controversy.
Despite the piece being al­
most complete and ready for set 
up, the French government has 
postponed erecting the statue 
due to the mass public opposi­
tion on so many levels. While 
well-intended, it does not em­
body respect for the victims.
Even though “Bouquet of Tu­
lips" isn’t out in public view yet, 
Jeff Koons is already receiving 
plenty of attention for it; though 
it may not be the kind of atten­
tion he hoped for.
A JOVIAL MEMORIAL —  Jeff Koons (left) Is known for his youthful art pieces, as shown In the rendering of what “Bouquet of 
Tulips” (right) would look like, created to show Its size In comparison to the buildings around It.
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Welcome to the new life of living on wheels
Campers, vans, buses, you n a m e  it -  they’re rolling through the country, and you could be, tooK aI D ■■ a#1 a a mi a ___  ^Isabel Bustamante
Lifestyle Editor
Your home on wheels. That’s 
what started the camper and RV 
movement. People wanted to 
camp and travel in comfort in­
stead of living out of a tent. Over 
time, motorhome units have 
changed and expanded, ranging 
: from small to large, simple to 
luxurious. There is likely a style 
out there that everyone could 
get on board with.
However, many of us now 
see people taking on whole new 
projects, as they take old vans 
and buses and renovate them 
into these motorhome units. 
Others take the old and out­
dated and make them new. Even 
people here on campus spend 
time renovating and tapping into 
the trend. Quinn Bouwkamp, a 
sophomore here at Hope Col­
lege, has spent some years reno­
vating old trailers with her fam­
ily. Specifically, her father is the 
one who helped Quinn get her 
hands dirty and learn the ropes 
of renovation.
The years of renovating have 
filled Bouwkamp with plenty of 
memories and make her unique. 
“I started renovating campers 
quite a few years back when we 
got our first Airstream trailer,” 
Bouwkamp said. “My family and 
I spent more than 200+ hours 
using a buffer and polish to shine 
the entire exterior, with my dad 
and I working through the night 
above scaffolding with lamps. It 
was a pretty large first project, 
but the experience made me fall 
in love with renovation. What 
started as something average­
looking turned into something 
super beautiful!” She also men­
tioned how the Airstream is 
a conversation starter and a 
great place for people to brush 
their teeth in front of on camp­
grounds, because it’s so reflec­
tive.
For Bouwkamp, and many 
others, the “trend” of trailer and 
van camping is something that 
builds bonds. It’s late nights 
under scaffolding lamps and 
the feeling of accomplishment. 
However, renovating projects 
are no small task.
“I would say a pretty com­
mon challenge is learning all the 
new skills it takes to fix different 
parts of the trailer,” said Bou­
wkamp. “It’s a lot about using 
the available resources around 
you and always learning from 
other people. Working on proj­
ects like these never just takes 
one trip to the hardware store to 
fix something."
Although many people are 
interested in what it means to 
renovate a van, the project can 
be a lot more daunting than 
some would think. Doing these 
projects isn't for everyone, but, 
for those who are interested, it's 
worth a shot. However, a van 
might not be the best place to 
start. You're better off starting 
with a smaller trailer with less 
work and slowly working your
way to a full renovation like 
a van or bus. Plus, the conve­
nience of trailers is that you still 
have your car to get around.
The downside to the van or 
bus is that there often aren’t 
showers or bathrooms in these 
tiny boxes, which is part of the 
reason many choose the trailer 
or RV as a more conventional 
mobile unit. However, there 
are people like pitcher Daniel 
Norris, of the Detroit Tigers, 
who spends his time in the off­
season rolling around in a 1978 
Volkswagen van which he calls 
“Shaggy.” Norris doesn’t need to 
live in a low-priced van, consid­
ering his professional baseball 
career makes him a millionaire, 
but he thinks there’s more to 
life than living with lots of cash, 
so he drives around, surfs and 
explores during his time away 
from baseball.
The nice thing about the van 
lifestyle is that it offers an easi­
er ride than the trailer or RV. 
There's usually better gas mile­
age and no worries of hitches. 
Thankfully, for whatever project 
you may want to tackle, there's 
tons of videos, articles and in­
formation about what you need 
and how to do it. The most im­
portant thing is patience and the 
willingness to get your hands 
dirty. You may get frustrated at 
times, but at the end of your res­
toration and renovation you get 
to live in the work you've done, 
which is pretty rad.
The pros of van living is that 
it is simple, flexible, and you 
get to see so much of the world 
that is out there. However, the 
downsides are that you lack 
some basic amenities, there is 
little space, and it is a lot of hard 
work. Plus, some people don't 
have the luxury of making mon­
ey on the road, so the lifestyle 
can’t be for everyone. However, 
whether trailer or van, anyone 
can take on a restoration project 
and travel for vacations in their 
vehicle.
Whether you find yourself 
with the old or new, or you just 
decide to pitch a tent, camping 
is something recommended for 
all. Camping is a great way to 
quiet down, focus in, reconnect 
and appreciate the simplicity of 
just being. There's little technol­
ogy (unless you get a really fancy 
setup), you are surrounded by 
the beauty of trees, water and 
so much more. You will likely be 
with people that you care about 
and will get to know them in 
such a raw way.
Camping is affordable, too. 
Park fees are pretty minimal, 
especially the more off-the-grid 
you go. Plus, hiking is a great 
form of exercise. There is some­
thing so beautiful about living 
and existing without the modern 
conveniences we enjoy. You may 
think you're not an “outdoorsy” 
or camp-oriented person, but it 
is worth a try, even if it's just a 
long weekend. You may surprise 
yourself.
Q uinn Bouwkamp
Q uinn Bouwkamp
THE MYSTERY MACHINE —  Invest in your own adventure with a simple trailer (top), a clas­
sic like this Airstream (middle) or a groovy wood panelled pad (bottom). You’re sure to see and 
learn something new with a house on wheels. Plus, what a killer summer project and a stylish 
way to cruise to your favorite getaway!
Hope takes d o w n  Trine in overtime
' rtomo AA/ith iiict civ minut^c r\n#^  m in u t e  tr\ c m  CAr'iirinrr
Sarah Neumar
S ports Editor
In yet another close game, 
Hope College’s men’s basketball 
team rose to the occasion at 
Trine University on Saturday, 
earning their way back into the 
top of the MIAA standings. After 
suffering a tough loss to Albion 
on Wednesday, the team made a 
huge comeback this weekend.
The Flying Dutchmen upped 
their record 11-8 for the season. 
Their league record is now 
5-3, tying them up with Adrian 
College, Olivet College and Trine 
University. This was also the 
fourth time Hope and Trine have 
gone into overtime in the past five 
seasons.
The team had an impressive
game playing away from home. 
Hope led a majority of the way 
through the first half. Both teams 
scored a respectable amount 
of shots, keeping the game 
interesting. Hope’s points were 
scored by Jason Beckman (‘19), 
Dante Hawkins (‘18), Dennis 
Towns (‘19), Teddy Ray (‘19), 
Preston Granger (‘21), Max 
Gaishin (‘21) and Riley Lewis 
(‘20). The score was 42-39 going 
into the second half.
Throughout the game, Ray 
executed several crucial offensive 
and defensive rebounds, five 
assists and fourteen points total. 
Towns contributed ten points and 
seven rebounds. Hawkins added 
some vital points near the end of 
the second half, keeping Hope in 
the game.
Wit jus over s x es left, 
Hawkins made a jump shot to tie 
up the score 66-64, assisted by 
Ray. Hawkins made a layup and a 
three-pointer within the last four 
minutes of the half. At a minute 
and a half to go, Beckman made 
a jump shot after a steal by Lewis 
to tie the score 73-73. The team 
had to make it through overtime 
to claim their victory.
In an exciting last five minutes, 
points were scored by several 
players. Hawkins, Granger, 
Lewis, Ray and Beckman all 
contributed to the final points. 
Lewis made a three-point jump 
shot to pull Hope into the lead 
with less than two minutes to go, 
putting him at 11 points total for 
the game. Ray made the game­
changing three-point shot with
o e o go, secu g the 
lead. Beckman then sealed the 
deal with another three-pointer, 
upping the score 86-84. Trine was 
only able to make one more two- 
point shot before a foul allowed 
Lewis to reinforce Hope’s lead. 
Trine was unable to score again, 
thanks to Ray’s concluding 
defensive rebound of the game.
The final score was 88-84. Once 
again, Hope’s men’s basketball 
has proven their perseverance 
through a well-matched game.
Hope will face Kalamazoo 
College this Wednesday at home. 
Kalamazoo’s men’s basketball 
team is ranked last in the MIAA 
conference, with a 1-7 record. 
It will be a good night at the 
DeVos Fieldhouse for the Flying 
Dutchmen!
S w i m  and dive team defeats Alma
M e g a n  Grimes
S ports Intern
Hope College men’s and 
women’s swim and dive teams 
took the victory over Alma 
College last Saturday, with the 
women gaining their fourth 
MIAA dual meet win with a score 
of 144-59.
The women’s swim and dive 
team will face a larger challenge 
next Saturday, swimming against 
the unbeaten Calvin College team 
in the last regular season meet.
The men’s swim and dive team 
have won three of the four MIAA 
meets, beating Alma with a score 
of 135-52 and are also preparing 
to challenge Calvin in next 
weekend’s meet.
On the men’s team, junior 
diver Brian Simonich was named 
the MIAA Men’s Diver of the 
Week for the week of Jan. 22-28.
Simonich took first place in the 
1- and 3- meter dives, achieving 
a season high score of 314.45 
points for six dives on the 3-meter 
board.
Senior swimmer Charlie 
Emmert also claimed first place 
in two events, the 100 backstroke 
and the 20 freestyle. Junior Jeff 
Engle took the victory in the 500 
freestyle, also swimming for the 
win in the 200 medley relay with 
sophomores Seth Costello, Gus 
Dellacqua and Keon Rick.
Other wins for the men include 
senior Joseph Watson in the 50 
freestyle, sophomore Daniel 
Clyde in the 400 individual 
medley, senior Mike Wurster in 
the 100 freestyle and sophomore 
Skylar De La Torre in the 1,000 
freestyle.
The women’s team also had 
many victorious swimmers and
divers contributing to their win 
over Alma. Junior diver Sara 
Plohetski had the highest score 
in the 1- and 3- meter dives and 
senior Chloe Palajac contributed 
two wins, in the 100 butterfly and 
the 400 individual medley.
The underclassmen also brought 
their best to the pool, with wins 
for freshmen Mackenzie Ralston 
in the 200 freestyle, freshmen 
Hope Reynolds in the 100 
backstroke and freshmen Meg 
Peel in the 50 freestyle. Ralston 
and Reynolds combined efforts 
with sophomore Erica Slenk and 
senior Julia Hines to take the win 
in the 200 medley relay.
Other swimmers seized first 
place individually, with junior 
Sydney Asselin in the 100 
freestyle and junior Abigail 
Brinks in the 1,000 freestyle.
Next Saturday, Hope travels to
Hope CollegeB R I A N  S I M O N I C H  -
Simonich was selected the 
MIAA Men’s Diver of the 
Week.
Calvin for their last MIAA dual 
meet before returning to Calvin 
on Feb. 21 through 24 for the 
MIAA championship meet.
This W eek In Sports
Wednesday 
Women’s Basketball
at St. Kalamazoo College, 7:30 p.m.
Men’s Basketball
vs. Kal am az oo  College, 7:30 p.m.
Friday
Men’s Ice Hockey 
vs. Michigan - Hint, 7:30 p.m.
Saturday 
Men’s Basketball
at Calvin College, 3  p.m.
Women’s Basketball
vs. Alma, 3  p.m.
Swim and Dive
at Calvin, 1  p.m.
Men’s Ice Hockey
at Michigan - Flint, 8  p.m.
Track and Field
at Windy City Invitational, 1 1  a.m.
In Brief
MEN'S ICE HOCKEY
Hope Colleges American 
Collegiate Hockey Association 
team bounced back on Saturday, 
after losing their game against 
Grand Valley State University 
on the Friday before. The Flying 
Dutchmen won Saturday’s series 
finale at Georgetown Ice Arena 
with a score of 4-3. Max Mones 
(‘21) scored the game-winning 
goal.
Hope now stands at 16-6-2 
and 7-2-1 in Michigan Collegiate 
Hockey Conference West 
Division play for second place, 
just behind Michigan State.
0 ^  o u°o oresearcher
O  o
Hope College
HOPE M E N ’S SWIMMER —  Hope fought hard this past 
weekend, coming first in ten events against Alma College. The 
men’s and women’s swim and dive teams both defeated Alma In 
their fourth dual meet of the season.
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As a survivor of personal and natural disasters, 
Dr. Jamie Aten lends his expertise to 
organizations serving in the midst of tragedy. 
Work alongside Dr. Aten and study h o w  to lead 
communities to restoration through the M.A. 
in Humanitarian and Disaster Leadership.
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